OBOB 2020 6-8 Division questions: Round 1

IN WHICH BOOK

1. In which book do siblings form an alliance with their neighbor in order to save their home?
   Answer: The Shadow Cipher by Laura Ruby

2. In which book does a character have the ability to grant wishes?
   Answer: The School for Good and Evil by Soman Chainani

3. In which book does a massive explosion kill and injure hundreds of servicemen?
   Answer: The Port Chicago 50 by Steve Sheinkin

4. In which book does a character recite every country in the world including capitals, population, and official languages of each?
   Answer: Ms Bixby’s Last Day by John David Anderson

5. In which book does a character have to take over their master's job after he is found dead?
   Answer: The List by Patricia Forde

6. In which book does a character take a boat trip to Catalina Island?
   Answer: It Aint So Awful, Falafel by Firoozeh Dumas

7. In which book does a character make up stories about something that is physically missing from her body?
   Answer: Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus by Dusti Bowling

8. In which book does a Dwarf character break his leg?
   Answer: The Novice by Taran Matharu

CONTENT QUESTIONS

1. In The Blackthorn Key, why does The King’s Warden come to town?
   Answer: There are murders.

2. In Falling Over Sideways, what is the first name of Claire’s “perfect brother”?
   Answer: Matthew

3. In The First Rule of Punk, what is the first rule of punk?
   Answer: To be yourself

4. In Frogkisser!, where does Anya go to get most of the ingredients for the transmogrification reversal lip balm?
   Answer: The league of right minded sorcerers
5. In *The Girl Who Drank The Moon*, what is the real name of the little wizard that saved the world from a volcano?
   Answer: Zosimos

6. In *House Arrest*, what does Timothy compare the car Jose and his dad work on to?
   Answer: A turtle

7. In *The Teacher’s Funeral*, what does Tansy take from Ms. Arbuckle’s hand during the funeral?
   Answer: A maple pointer

8. In *The Shadow Cipher*, what is the nickname that Jaime gives his grandma?
   Answer: Mima (pg. 56)